
M PLUS PARKING

A Plus to your Service

DIGITIZED PAY & PARK SYSTEM



About Us

M Plus Parking is a leading Parking Operator &
Consultant and boasts a list of valuable clientele.

Established & Headquartered in Mumbai, It has
its Presence in India & Malaysia.

Functioned by a set of professionals with
first-hand experience in the parking  industry,
we have dedicated ourselves to offer the best
of services. 

M Plus focuses on providing the
following services - Parking Consultancy,
Car Park Management and Operation,
Car Park Traffic Survey, Supply of Parking
& Access control Equipment. 
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ANPR BENEFITS



TECHNICAL FEATURES

Camera Scheme: 
PTZ ONVIF,25X Optical zoom, 16X Digital zoom,IR

Server Requirement: 
•Core i-3, 7th gen, 4 gb RAM, Hard disk 1 TB

LPR Scheme: 
•License Recognition and Detection
•Software-only Solution
•Open Platform, integrates with VMS.
•Hardware Independent.

Software interface : 
Easy-to-use and intuitive graphical User Interface.

ANPR built on robust technology based on C++, 
Javascript, XML.

Customisation based on .NET for faster processing and 
flexibility.



HOW IT WORKS

The system is integrated with the boom barriers with 
the customisation relevant to both casual and 
seasonal parking.
The LPR and face reading cameras detect the 
vehicle’s number plate and driver’s image, resulting 
into creation of data containing the images of 
License plate, driver’s face and vehicle.
The number plate image is converted into ASCII text 
by using OCR technology and thus is created a data 
for the vehicle with the ingress time, vehicle details 
etc.
During the egress of the vehicle, the images are re-
captured using LPR and face reading cameras and 
the saved data is fetched from the server and the 
parking time is calculated and the amount is 
calculated. 



HOW IT WORKS

The validity of seasonal pass vehicles are pre-set 
which will reset the auto-trigger event and boom 
barrier auto-opens for vehicles with valid pass as per 
saved data. 
Seasonal Pass Grouping as per allotted no. of 
Vehicles per client.
As per the in & out vehicle movement, the slot 
availability can be displayed at the entry point 
through a display screen.
Black listed vehicles record will be stored 
permanently.
Other video and images recording will be stored for 
a minimum of 3 months period.
Both in and out timings will be shown on a real time 
basis.
Overnight vehicles will be recorded & reports 
generated.



BENEFITS

Vehicle Logs and Revenue
Tracking of vehicles made easier.
Allow only white-listed vehicles in 
the property.
Alarm for suspicious and blacklisted 
vehicles.
Appropriately maintained logs of 
vehicles entering/exiting the 
property.
Real-time revenue tracking.
Digitized reports in proper intervals.

Reports
Hourly Vehicle counts 
Hourly revenue reports
Real-time parking slots availability 
details.
Unpaid vehicle details
Hourly entry and exit counts.
Overnight vehicle reports
Daily final reports at end of 
operations.
Pass holders vehicle limits as per 
slots allocation.
Weekly filtered reports of Frequently 
visit vehicles, frequent overnight 
parked vehicles, duration of vehicles 
parked.
Images and audio-visual recordings.

ANPR
Capture of License Plate Image 
with Car and Driver’s image.
Good Quality, high definition 
Camera.
Camera with Night IR illuminator.
Daily Reports of Entry and Exit.
Black Listed Vehicles detection.
Open Platform, hardware 
independent.
Enhanced Security and 
Operations.
Real-time detection and 
recognition of 
Vehicle Number Plates.
Low False Positives.
Reliable performance, enhanced 
accuracy



FUTURE UPGRADES

Video inclusive of Sound -
Capture to Record Cashier -
Customer Communication

Online Payment Facility

An application for smartphones 
with similar Technology



M PLUS PARKING SERVICES PVT. LTD.
364, 3rd Floor, Powai Plaza, Opp. Hiranandani Garden, 

Hiranandani, Powai, Mumbai – 400 076.
Call Us On: +91 9930 335 110 | 022 4215 5387.

www.m-plus.co.in

India & Malaysia


